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Arthritis is characterized by an inflammation
and/or pain in a joint or joints of the body.
Symptoms of chronic arthritis are pain,
swelling, stiffness and deformity of one or
more joints. These symptoms can be
particularly bothersome at night when
sufferers are trying to sleep. The use of
certain natural substances may help to
promote sleep and pain relief, as well as
joint healing during sleep.
Before describing these natural substances,
however, let’s first take a look at the two
most common forms of arthritis:
osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis.
Osteroarthritis
According to the American College of
Rheumatology, osteoarthritis (OA) is the
most common form of arthritis (effecting
more than 21 million Americans). It most
often affects middle-aged and older people,
involving the neck, lower back, knees, hips
and fingers. Nearly 70 percent of people
over the age of 70 have x-ray evidence of
the disease, but only half of these people
ever develop symptoms. It may also occur in
joints that have suffered previous injury,
been subjected to prolonged heavy use, or
damaged by prior infection or inflammatory

arthritis. Patients with OA experience pain
and loss of function. OA results from
degeneration of the joint cartilage. The
causes of cartilage loss are multiple. Some
kinds of OA are known to be hereditary,
including the common form that causes
enlargement of the knuckles. In most people,
cartilage breakdown is due to both
mechanical ("wear and tear") effects and
biochemical effects.
Rheumatoid arthritis
The American College of Rheumatology
reports that rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a
chronic disease that causes pain, stiffness,
swelling and loss of function in the joints
and inflammation in other body organs.
Unlike OA, RA is an autoimmune disease
where the body’s immune system attacks its
own joint tissue. While the cause of RA
remains unknown, recent studies show that
certain people inherit a tendency to develop
RA. RA affects more than two million
Americans.
In either the case of OA or RA,
supplementation with certain natural
ingredients may help the situation—often
significantly. Following is a discussion of
key natural ingredients which may be used
as dietary supplements to support joint
health, and reduce some of the symptoms
associated with OA and RA.
Undenatured Collagen Type II
UC-II™ is a proprietary brand of
undenatured type II collagen derived from
chicken sternum cartilage, and is particularly
valuable for RA sufferers. Here’s why:
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Type II collagen administered orally works
with the immune system to promote healthy
joints by a process called oral tolerization.
This process helps the body to differentiate
between foreign invaders, such as bacteria,
and elements that are good for the body,
such as nutrients. The process of oral
tolerization takes place in the small intestine
where food is absorbed. Through a complex
series of immunological events, patches of
lymphoid tissue surrounding the small
intestine screen incoming compounds and
serve as a "switch" to turn the body's
immune response to foreign substances on
or off, depending upon what that substance
is. In the case of UC-II, small amounts
(typically 10 milligrams or less1) taken
orally at bedtime have been shown to turn
off the immune response targeted at the type
II collagen present in bone joint cartilage.2 3
UC-II is supported by six human clinical
studies, including research at Harvard
University Medical School. Here is a
review of three of those studies.
•

•

•

In a 90-day, double-blind, placebocontrolled, follow-up study on patients
with severe rheumatoid arthritis,
Harvard scientists found that 28 patients
taking undenatured type II collagen
showed significant improvement
compared to the placebo group, while
four patients recovered completely.4
In another double-blind, placebocontrolled trial, Harvard Medical School
researchers showed that following
treatment with undenatured type II
collagen, 21 of 54 rheumatoid arthritis
patients (39%) demonstrated significant
improvement, while only 11 of 57
patients (19%) taking a placebo showed
improvement.5
A human clinical study at Harvard
Medical School showed that after three
months of treatment with undenatured
type II collagen, eight out of 10 patients
with juvenile rheumatoid arthritis had a
reduction in both swollen and tender
joints. The average changes a 61% and

54% respective reduction in swollen and
tender joint counts for the eight
responders at the end of the study. Six
patients had greater than a 33%
reduction in both swelling and tender
joint counts.6
In addition, according to some researchers
the fact that osetoarthritis is often
characterized by an underlying immune
disorder lends itself to the possibility that
undenatured type II collagen could be useful
in reducing inflammation and redness
symptoms of osteoarthritis as well7.
In horses with osteoarthritis, researchers
found that UC-II at higher doses of 320
mg/day and 480 mg/day ameliorates signs
and symptoms of arthritis without producing
any adverse events, while 480 mg/day dose
provided the greatest benefit.
In contrast, the effective dosage in human
and dog studies was found to be 40 mg of
UC-II. This study corroborates earlier
published findings showing that UC-II
significantly reduces pain and stiffness in
osteoarthritic dogs, and previous published
clinical studies that showed UC-II
significantly reduced symptoms such as
joint stiffness and tenderness in arthritic
patients compared to placebo groups.8
MSM
Methylsulfonylmethane (MSM), a naturally
occurring, sulfur containing compound, is
naturally present in body fluids and tissues
and is found in milk and a variety of fruits,
vegetables, and grains (in small amounts).
At low levels of ingestion, it functions as a
normal dietary ingredient and assimilable
source of essential dietary sulfur. At higher
levels it functions as a pharmaceutically
active agent which can be used safely and
effectively for a variety of purposes.
One such purpose is arthritis. Animal
research has shown that joints affected by
OA have lower sulfur content.9 In an animal
study, the effect of prolonged oral
administration of MSM was examined in
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relation to the development of spontaneous
arthritis. It was found that MSM was
capable of lessening the destructive changes
in the joints.10 In addition, a preliminary
double-blind trial in people with OA found
that daily supplementation with MSM
reduced pain after six weeks.11
These benefits may be a function of MSM’s
antioxidant properties. The rationale for this
relationship is that free radicals can
perpetuate the degeneration of the joint in
arthritis, while antioxidants may inhibit this
process.

Conclusion
Valerian and California poppy may help
promote sleep and pain relief for arthritis
sufferers. UC-II™ may help reduce pain
and promote healthy joints in those suffering
from RA, and possibly from those suffering
from OA. MSM may also help lessen
destructive changes in joints and reduce
joint pain. The concurrent use of all of these
natural substances may yield a better result
than any one individually.
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